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I. DEFINITIONS 

This App builds on the adjustments to the standard VAT statement functionality made by VAT statement 

preview localization for Luxembourg and thus does not introduce any additional vocabulary. 

 

II. PREREQUISITES 

The VAT statement report app enables you to print VAT statement reports which comply with the 
requirements of the Luxemburgish tax authorities. It ensures the correct calculation of such custom VAT 
statements by using the custom logic contributed by VAT statement preview localization for Luxembourg. 
As the app builds on the extended VAT statement functionality provided by the VAT statement preview app, 
there are basically no additional prerequisites to print previously built VAT statements for Luxembourg. 
 

III. ASSIGNING PERMISSIONS 

To enable non-super users to use the Luxembourgish VAT statement report, you are required to assign them 
a permission set. 

1. Open the users page by searching for it on the “Tell Me” menu 
2. Open the card page of the user that you want to grant permissions to the VAT statement report 
3. Assign the “ORV LVS FULL” permission set 
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IV. SETUP 

This App provides a replacement for the standard VAT statement report. To use it, you have to assign it to 

the relevant VAT statement template by setting “VAT statement report ID” to 70191905. 

 

 

V. PRINTING VAT STATEMENTS FOR LUXEMBOURG 

There are two possible ways to print a Luxembourgish VAT statement: 

1. Using the standard “Print” action on the VAT statement page 
(Assuming the necessary setup has been done) 

 
2. By searching for it on the “Tell Me” window 
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In both cases the report request page will show up: 

 

After setting all relevant options, hit “Print” to render a printable version of the VAT statement: 

 


